Health Center offers help for alcoholics  

by ROGER VINCENT

Before most alcoholics become willing to undergo any treatment, they usually suffer through a very negative experience first, like a painful light or a severe accident. Mike Looney knows this and would like to do something about it. The Health Center aide keeps a tight rein on his frustrations, however, because the battle will be uphill. In fact, the only kind of program Looney sees as being able to prevent alcoholism would involve 20 to 30 years of exposure.

"We're pushing for a preschool program," said Looney, who holds a master's degree in psychology. "We want children to start questioning the funny drunk on TV. The image of drinking will have to change first. Socially, it's practically mandatory. People have to learn it's illegitimate to drink 7-11 and sit around a pool.
The future is Looney's best hope for accomplishmen. An alcohol peer group rapport program he started on campus last April flurried out after a few meetings.

"I'd hoped to have about 10 or 12 participants, but only three showed up. At this point in their lives very few will admit to having a drinking problem, but in last year's alcohol survey, 700 people admitted that beer had interfered with their exams at some point. That's got to be a conservative figure because people are slow to confess to these things.

Another 25 percent admitted that alcohol had caused problems with friends of the opposite sex. "Yes, we do have a definite problem here," Looney continued. "Poly Royal was amazing; we had people at the Health Center baring their feet on the floor, trying to rip off wheel chairs and so on. One drunk student even pulled a gun on an RA (Resident Assistant of a dorm)."

Looney contends that most of the heavy drinkers of college years taper off and become more responsible in later years, but some never do break the pattern.

Prenatal programs are too late for those people he feels, but the Health Center does offer counseling and a drug-endured "dry-out" plan.

Next year Looney and his fellow counselors hope to start educating groups they feel are "multistorage" people, or people who ultimately have an educational effect on others because of their occupation (teachers, nurses, doctors, executives, etc.). He feels WOW counselors would be a good place to start along with fraternities and other groups where alcohol has traditionally played a big social part.

Looney's goal in such short range programs is to sensitize people to their responsibility as hosts where alcohol is being served, and acquaint them with the dangers of being an alcoholic "pusher."

On behalf of the guidance staff at Cal Poly, Looney extended a standing invitation to students who wonder if they might have an alcohol problem, to come in and talk it over at the counseling center or with the mental health staff at the Health Center.

Kennedy has last word on beer sales  

by PETE KING

It's official now: The question of whether to allow the sale of beerhere can be answered only by President Kennedy.

The Trustees' decision to provide each state university president the power to permit or ban the sale of beer on his campus will mean little to students here—unless Kennedy decides to alter his strong road against alcohol infiltrating the walls of Cal Poly.

The Trustees voted 9-7 Tuesday to allow each individual state campus president to establish his own policy concerning beer sales. But before students here even could lick their lips in anticipa­tion of a tall cool one—Kennedy issued a statement that once again detailed the alleged evils of selling alcohol on a university campus.

Kennedy's statement, released Friday, said alcohol is "the nation's No. 1 drug problem."

Kennedy also said policing the sale of beer here would cause problems because of the large number of students who attend Cal Poly and are under the legal drinking age of 21.

According to Kennedy, some groups have proposed that bars or lounges be established in the University Union. He said this would cause special problems.

Kennedy said that if there was a bar in the Union, not all the students would be allowed to use all of the facilities and the bar wouldn't be able to use the beer they would be paying equal union fees, and receiving no benefits.

The rules would have to be changed, Kennedy said, to make the Union fee optional for those who were 18-21.

The other 18 university presidents, for the most part, echoed Kennedy's views on the beer sales issue.

Building waits on legislation

A proposal for a $625 million life science building, with plans for approval by 1978, will go before the State Senate and the State Assembly within a few weeks, said Dr. Robert F. Kennedy.

As now proposed, the new structure will provide 18 laboratories for "biological sciences, the physical sciences and 41 faculty office spaces."

It is also planned to have related administrative and clerical support space. The building will accommodate 715 full-time students which includes 551 students in the lecture area and 205 students in the laboratories.

The Life Science Building was not originally included in the capital outlay construction funds approved by Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. for the 1975-76 budget, but was later added as an augmentation request.

It has the highest priority in the category of facilities needed for enrollment as submitted by the Board of Trustees of the California State University and Colleges.

President Kennedy said that two days of conferences with members of the Senate Finance Committee had resulted in recommendations to appropri­ate the $625 million for 1975-76.

It is also a condition of the proposed science facility, said Kennedy, that he receive significant support from Senator Donald L. Granucci (R-Los Angeles).

Senator Granucci, vice chair (continued on page 31).
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...And this beauty will go for $100 in the fall...

A classical evening

Concert review

by FRANK NOLAN
A program which included the works of Beethoven, Mozart, Schen and Bach thrilled a standing-room-only crowd that filled the Cal Poly Theatre Friday night for a joint concert given by the Cal Poly Chamber Orchestra and the University Singers.

The first half of the concert featured marvelous programing. The concert opened with Symphony No. 7 in D Major, Op. 92 by Beethoven. This work has great historical importance since it represents the beginning of Beethoven's second stylistic period.

The work is large in dimension with a profusion of thematic material held together in perfect formal balance. The entire work is full of Beethovenian fire and energy.

The Cal Poly Chamber Orchestra, under the direction of Clifton Swannson, performed the work well. However, it seemed that the orchestra occasionally had trouble playing together. One also had the feeling that the work was slightly larger than the resources of the Chamber Orchestra. The performance was clearly classic of its orientation.

The high point of the evening was the performance of "Piano Concerto No. 25 in A Major, K. 586" by Mozart. This charming work is characterized by its clear, thoroughly modern style. The Chamber Orchestra played equally well, and displayed an impeccable sense of balance.

The concluding portion of the program included three works performed by the University Singers, under the direction of John Russell. The group first performed the "Gregorian Easter Alleluia." This was followed by two settings of "Choral Lay In Todesfrandern" (Christ lay in death's dark passion). The first setting was by Johann Schen. The second was by J.S. Bach.

The University Singers performed the works cleanly, with a sense of musicality, style, balance and line. However, their performance lacked energy and animation. The male sections radiated a full, pure, well-controlled sound. The women's voices occasionally seemed colorless and immature. This contrast was particularly evident in the Gregorian.

The concert was sponsored by the Cal Poly Music Department.

Pinball tourney

Anyone wishing to compete for a cash prize playing pinball machines should be at the Games Annex in the University Union by 10:30 today. There is an entry fee of 50 cents for four games.

Preparation of working drawings and specifications for the life science building, at a cost of $516,000, is currently under way. If funded in 1975, the building will receive an additional $400,000 in equipment funds for 1977 and $250,000 for equipment funds in 1978.

Each house of the legislature will consider the recommendations of its committees in formulating a final budget. To date, the building proposal is supported by representatives of both the Legislative Analyst and the Department of Finance.
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C Cindermen honored

Eight members of Coach Steve Samons’ Cal Poly Mustang track and field team were the recipients of special awards at a year-end recognition function hosted by the head coach recently. Those honored were: Gancy Edwards, Jim Schankel, Ken Haugen, Kevin McNamara, Kerry Gold, Jerry Hougen, Russ Grimes, and Curtis Byrd. Edwards was named the squad’s “most valuable” and the “outstanding performer.” He won the California Collegiate Athletic Association 100-yard dash, 3-mile (15:42.8) and won the CCAA 3-mile title last week after placing second in the mile. Hougen earned the award as the “outstanding field events man.” He has vaulted 16.58 which is second highest in Cal Poly history behind two-time NCAA champion Dave Hauser who vaulted 18.00 and the second highest in Cal Poly history. Schankel was named both “outstanding freshman” and the “outstanding distance runner.” He holds the Cal Poly school record in both the mile (4:08.5) and the 3-mile (15:42.8) and won the CCAA 3-mile title last week.

The Mustangs were the Gold Medalists at the 1974 Los Angeles track and field meet. Jerry Hougen, Rusty Schankel and the Cal Poly men’s 440 and 880-yard relay teams were the “most valuable” award to Gold who has been a fixture on Poly’s mile and 440-yard relay teams and placed second in the CCAA 440 with a 47.9 clocking.

Gold, Hougen, the CCAA decathlon champion and school record holder with 6,909 points, and Grimes, a member of Poly’s second place CCAA 440-yard relay team, who also placed fourth in the CCAA long jump, all shared the “cougars’ award” for their contributions to the team throughout the season.

The next year’s outlook: Top salads on vagina

The Mustang volleyball team made whipped cream of their opponents in rolling to an unbeaten 39-5-0 season, collecting all 110 votes in the regional poll to take the top seed in the NCAA playoffs.

But in anticipation of the tough task, Preston is holding a meeting for all those interested in playing intercollegiate volleyball. Preston plans to discuss a summer training schedule, volleyball camp, and the outlook for next year.

Temporary rental

700 West Campus Drive

On either the men’s or women’s side, all you can eat for $1.00, call 443-3015.

Lionel: A four-year "most valuable" award went to Gold who has been a fixture on Poly’s mile and 440-yard relay teams and placed second in the CCAA 440 with a 47.9 clocking.

Gold, Hougen, the CCAA decathlon champion and school record holder with 6,909 points, and Grimes, a member of Poly’s second place CCAA 440-yard relay team, who also placed fourth in the CCAA long jump, all shared the "cougars’ award" for their contributions to the team throughout the season.

Next year’s outlook: Top seeds in Prentice

Watch the television agenda

For Sale

For Sale

Safety plan

Preston is holding a meeting for all those interested in playing intercollegiate volleyball. Preston plans to discuss a summer training schedule, volleyball camp, and the outlook for next year.